
For a better work environment

Lift&Drive 70E / 90E



Travel lightly

optimised weight to capacity ratio, total 

weight is kept at a minimum.

Don’t move around more 

weight than needed. With 

lifting and lowering of your load. While saving 

time, it also adds safety and reliability, with 

minimal maintenance requirements.

Our unique, spindle-based lifting 

system enables speedy and precise 

When reliability and precision is key

Manoeuvrability in tight spaces

Swivel wheels give a very narrow turn 

radius, making the trolley easy to steer. 

Lift&Drive 70E and Lift&Drive 90E are  the most 

compact but still capable  lifting trolleies. They are easy 

to use and stow away, making them ideal for work 

environments like canteens and kitchens, offices, 

libraries, or shops.

The trollies are smooth and stable to use, with a lifting 

capacity of 70 kg for Lift&Drive 70E and 90 kg for 

Lift&Drive 90E. The handlebars are easily adjusted to 

suit any operator, and safety features such as overload 

Capability when you need it Basic data 70E 90E

Height* (mm) Min 1443 Max 2193

Length (mm) 734

Width (mm) 435

Net weight (kg) 31

Maximum load including 
tool (kg) 70 90

Max lifting speed 
empty/full (m/min)

  5.5     5

Motor brake   No     Yes

Safety CE

Battery Sealed, valve regulated, 
lead-acid batteries 
(VRLA) 

Nominal battery voltage 24V DC (12V x 2)

Battery capacity 7.2 Ah

Stainless steel option Yes

protection and safety clutch make the trolley safe to use 

also by inexperienced operators. 

Low roll resistance combined with optimal weight to 

capacity ratio enables ergonomic and safe lifting 

without risk of strain. The durable, high-quality build 

requires only minimal maintenance.

•      Reliable high-quality design with minimum 

maintenance needs

•      Compact design to fit any space

•      Small footprint when parked

•      Easy and safe to use also for inexperienced 

operators

•      Adjustable to suit different operators

during operation by adjusting the 

handlebars to the optimal working 

height. 

Be sure to reduce the strain 

on muscles and joints 

Ergonomic handgrip for all

move heavy loads, further reducing the 

strain on your body.

A lifting trolley with low roll 

resistance makes it easier to 

Easy roll with heavy loads

Low build

specially designed mast curtain, 

contributes to easy cleaning as well as 

low particle emissions during operation.

Easy-to-clean stainless-steel 

design option, combined with a 

Cleanability for hygienic work

load, the operator, and the work 

environment. With a wide range of 

options, and tools, Pronomic can 

customise a solution that fits your needs 

and solves your problems.

Your optimal solution is 

determined by the task, the 

Get the solution to your need

Options to equip with low wheels for 

fitting under pallets when unloading 

goods.. 
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